HandiTheatre Light

SETUP MANUAL
Set Up The Screen
1. Take the screen frame out of the bag.

7. pull the screen up to the top and drag the top edge
over the top pole. Connect the zipper, seal the top of
the screen (d)

2. Assemble three poles by button click
3. Lay poles on the ground according to numbers (a, b)
4. connect top corners to the longer top pole
5. slide the shorter side poles into the creen surface from
the bottom to the top (c)

8. Connect the feet by clicking them into the side poles (e)
9. Stand the screen up and straiten the screen surface (f)
10. Use stakes to hold your screen stable on the ground,
when using the screen outdoors on soft surfaces (g)

6. connect side poles to the corner pieces
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For more details and HandiTheatre Light tutorial videos
http://www.smartdigital.com.au/shop/handitheatre
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Set Up The Projector

1. Put the projector on a small table approx 3.7metres
away for the screen. The table should be approx. 70cm
high.
2. Connect the projector to the power (do not turn on)

RCA

3. Connect one end of the HDMI cable to your projector
and the other end into your source (this can be the DVD
player, game console or laptop / PC)
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Plug In The Soundbar

1. Place Soundbar on the small table at the front and
centre of your screen
2. Connect red and white RCA cable at the back of the
soundbar to the Audio Output on the side of the
projector

Power

3. Connect the soundbar power cable to your power
outlet

Turn everything on:

 power boards,
 soundbar,
 projector,

 Playback device (DVD player, laptop, etc)

and JUST HIT PLAY!

Setup Plan
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More Fun! More Magic! More Entertainment!

